
An Adventure like no other



DAY 1
Board the buses/traveller from the pre-

decided point in Delhi in the evening.

Overnight Journey to Kasol. Dinner to be taken

at Dhaba ( At your own expense )

DEPARTURE FROM DELHI

MEALS INCLUDED : NONE



Arrive at Kasol Base Camp on your own by morning and

complete the registration. An orientation session will be

given by the chief organizer in the evening. It will cover

the information like rucksack packing,

marching/walking technique and general awareness

about the trek route. Take acclimatization walk around

the base camp in the evening at around 5 PM. Have

your dinner and stay overnight at Kasol Base Camp

DAY 2
REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION IN KASOL



DAY 3
Wake up to the beautiful Himalayan sunrise at  Base Camp. Have breakfast and drive

to the centre of Kasol to start your exciting trek! Your trek starts from Kasol town

centre by Grahan Nahal. The easy trail which is frequently used by locals will take you

to through pine forests. In a couple of hours, you will be able to cover much of the

distance as the trail is easy to climb. After reaching the Grahan Nahal, the trail

becomes rocky and steep. The locals say that the Rhododendron petals can be eaten

whole and the syrup can be mixed with water to make a refreshing drink. You can

definitely try that when in the Himalayas!  The steep climb of an hour will take you to

your destination for the day. Reach Grahan Village by evening and freshen up. Have

your dinner and stay overnight in the camps

DRIVE TO KASOL AND TREK TO GRAHAN 



DAY 4
Have breakfast in the morning and start your trek towards the north of the

camping ground at Grahan. You will bump into many locals on the way using

the Min Thatch trail. After walking a little more, you will see the Min Thatch,

Nagaru and Sar top on the mountains. The steeper trails will take you to the

woods. Remember to stay with your group here as the trail becomes steeper

and a bit confusing. Cross the lush green forest and reach Min Thatch. Admire

the Chanderkhani stretch and many more ranges from the campsite at Min

Thatch. Have your dinner and stay overnight at the camps. 

GRAHAN TO MIN THATCH



DAY 5
Have your breakfast and trek through the pastoral forest covered with

snow from Min Thatch to Nagaru. You will have to be careful on this trail

as the steep slope and the snow will make the trek difficult here. After a

difficult trek for 2 3 hours, you will finally reach the Nagaru campsite.

Enjoy the mesmerising vistas of the magnificent mountain across the

Parvati valley. See the small glittering lights of the Manikaran town as

the night sets in. It gets extremely chilly in the evening. It is advisable to

sleep early to avoid catching cold next!

MIN THATCH TO NAGARU



DAY 6 
Rise and shine early in the morning to start your trek. Climb up through the

snow trails and admire the dazzling peaks of Tosh Valley. The exhilarating

view on the top of Sar Pass will leave you spellbound! Spend some z there

and take in the beauty of the place. Slide down to the valley but take the

necessary precautions. The sliding downhill is almost 1 KM! Walk for an hour

and cross some magical water streams to reach the Biskeri Thatch campsite

by evening. Take some rest and have dinner. Stay overnight at the Biskeri

Thatch campsite.

NAGARU TO BISKERI  THATCH VIA SAR PASS



DAY 7 
See the splendid views of lofty mountains and pine forests from Biskeri

Thatch! Start trekking downhill through the dense forest, crossing a stream

and then reach Pulga. The twin village Pulga and Tulga are separated by a

stream. Cross the bridge on the Parvati River to reach the Barshaini Village.

Then you will be dropped at Kasol and your amazing trek to the Sar pass

concludes here. Board the bus in the evening. Overnight Journey to Delhi. 

BISKERI  THATCH TO BARSHAINI  AND DEPARTURE 



INCLUSIONS EXCLUSIONS

 Sleeping Tents will be arranged on
Double/Triple sharing basis
Sleeping Bags and Sleeping mat will be
arranged
Toilet tents will be arranged
Guides will be arranged
Transportation to and from Barshaini
Meals (Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks, Dinner)
during trek  
Delhi - Kasol - Delhi Volvo Transfer

Any Personal Expense like water
bottles etc
Anything not mentioned in the
itinerary
Any Kind of entry ticket or fees
Meals not mentioned in the itinerary
GST



COSTING 

Rs 9000 + 5% GST PP     ( Delhi to Delhi ) 
Rs 7000 + 5% GST PP   ( Kasol to Kasol ) 

DAILY DEPARTURE IN MAY & JUNE 



BOOKING PROCESS
BOOK YOUR TRIP BY DEPOSITING 50% AMOUNT

AND REST 02 DAYS BEFORE THE DEPARTURE

DATE 

BANK DETAILS

EXPLORA TRAVELS 

Account no.

919020053997806

TYPE : CURRENT

IFSC Code -UTIB0000158

GPAY NUMBER : 9911401208



TERMS AND CONDITIONS
All bookings are strictly subject to availability and confirmation by payment of Non-refundable

Advance.

Explora shall not take responsibility for missing items from Hotel or its premises, hence requested not

to travel with too many ornaments, jewellery, cash and other etc.

All our packages are ‘group packages’ and the same services/items are applicable for each person

in the group.Any meal, activity or service not availed by the client will not be adjusted in the

package cost and non-refundable under any circumstances. 

We entertain only those persons at the campsite for whom the booking has been made. No

additional persons will be entertained under any circumstances. 

Explora  reserves the right to alter or cancel any trip depending upon the prevailing

conditions.Explora  won’t bear any cost incurred due to any unforeseen incident or act of gods like

accidents, medical emergencies,disasters ,landslides and political or communal activities etc and

Explora should not be liable for the same.

NOTE : WE HAVE A ZERO CANCELLATION POLICY FOR THIS TRIPS AND NO MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED UNDER

ANY CIRCUMSTANCES




